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An optical visualization technique is developed to study cavitation bubble nucleation that

results from interaction between a laser-induced shock and a preexisting gas bubble in

a 10 wt% gelatin gel; images of the nucleated cavitation bubbles are captured and the

cavitation inception pressure is determined based on Euler flow simulation. A spherical

gas cavity is generated by focusing an infrared laser pulse into a gas-supersaturated gel

and the size of the laser-generated bubble in mechanical equilibrium is tuned via mass

transfer of the dissolved gas into the bubble. A spherical shock is then generated, through

rapid expansion of plasma induced by the laser focusing, in the vicinity of the gas bubble.

The shock-bubble interaction is recorded by a CCD camera with flash illumination of a

nanosecond green laser pulse. The observation captures cavitation inception in the gel

under tension that results from acoustic impedance mismatching at the bubble interface

interacting with the shock. We measure the probability of cavitation inception from a series

of the repeated experiments, with varying the bubble radius and the standoff distance. The

threshold pressure is defined at the cavitation inception probability equal to one half and

is calculated, through comparisons to Euler flow simulation, at −24.4 MPa. This threshold

value is similar to that from shock-bubble interaction experiments using water, meaning

that viscoelasticity of the 10 wt% genatin gel has a limited impact on bubble nucleation

dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic cavitation plays an important role in medical therapy using shockwave and ultra-

sound; one of the representative examples is shockwave lithotripsy, which is a technique to break

kidney stones. In this technique, shockwave is focused extracorporeally to the vicinity of kidney

stones and acoustically-triggered cavitation bubbles are believed to promote stone fragmentation

via its mechanical action.1–4 Another example is that ultrasoun-induced cavitation bubbles are used

for tissue ablation through their effective heat deposition.5,6 However, cavitation bubble dynamics

may give rise to side effects such as the rupture of blood vessels.7,8 To further improve these med-

ical treatments that rely on acoustic cavitation, it is essential to measure the cavitation inception

pressure in (viscoelastic) human tissues. While a number of experiments have been peformed to

measure cavitation thresholds for (Newtonian) liquids such as water9, the measurement for vis-

coelastic media is yet limited. Ultrasound-induced cavitation in viscoelastic media was reported

in recent experimental studies.10–12

We now put a focus on cavitation inception that results from shock-bubble interaction.13–15

Underwater shockwave interacts with air-water interfaces such as bubbles and reflects as a ten-

sion wave due to acoustic impedance mismatching; this tension may in principle induce cavitation

bubble nucleation. Ando, Liu, and Ohl16 developed an optical visualization system to observe un-

derwater shock events with nanosecond laser pulses and studied cavitation bubble nucleation that

results from interaction between laser-induced shocks and air-water interfaces in a microchannel.

Quinto-Su and Ando17 observed cavitation bubble nucleation resulting from interaction of a couple

of laser-induced shocks and bubbles in pure water and showed, with the aid of Euler flow simu-

lation, that the cavitation inception pressure of ultrapure water is predicted at −20.1 ± 3.4 MPa.

However, to the authors’ knowledge, cavitation inception caused by shock-bubble interaction in

viscoelastic media has not been studied quantitatively.

In this study, we apply the shock-bubble-interaction technique17 in order to study cavitation in-

ception in a gelatin gel (as a tissue-mimicking phantom), with the aid of Euler flow simulation; the

intent is to see effects of the gel viscoelasticity on cavitation inception. Shock-bubble interaction is

experimentally realized by focusing a nanosecond laser pulse (at 1064 nm) into a gel (where a gas

bubble preexists) and the subsequent cavitation inception is recorded by stroboscopic photography

with backlighting of a nanosecond laser pulse (at 532 nm). The probability of cavitation inception

is obtained from a series of the repeated experiments. The Euler flow simulation that replicates
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the measured shock and bubble evolution is performed to obtain the pressure field. Cavitation

inception pressure in the gel is then determined from comparisons between the experiment and the

simulation.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Preparation of gelatin gels

A gelatin gel is used as a tissue-mimicking phantom and made by mixing 10 wt% gelatin

(Type-A, Sigma Aldrich) with deionized water. The acoustic impedance of the 10 wt% gelatin gel

is similar to that of human arteries, blood, liver, kidney, and other organs.18 The solution is poured

into a cylindrical dish (polystyrene) of 56 mm diameter and 16 mm height. The solution is stored

in refrigeration at 4 ◦C overnight and then placed in room temperature for two hours to return

to room temperature before the shock-bubble interaction experiment. Since the mass diffusion

of dissolved air in the gel is very gradual in comparison to the heat diffusion, the gel becomes

supersaturated with the dissolved gas.19 Spherical indentation testing (SOFTMEASURE HG1003,

HORIGUCHI) was performed to measure Young’s modulus E of the gel; our measurement gave

E = 60 kPa. We note that the value of E at an extremely high strain rate of shock loading (as in

the present experiment) is unavailable and can be larger than the measurement of the (quasistatic)

identation testing.20

B. Optical setup for observation of laser-induced phenomena

The schematic of the optical system for observation of laser-induced phenomena is presented

in Fig. 1(a). A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (ULTRA 50 GRM, Quantel) emits single laser pulses

simultaneously at wavelengths of 532 nm (green) and 1064 nm (infrared or IR); both laser pulses

have 6-ns duration. The IR laser pulse of 1.40 ± 0.01 mJ (where the ± sign denotes a stan-

dard deviation from 10 measurements) is focused into the gel through a microscope objective

(40×, NA = 0.6). In the focal spot, plasma appears and its rapid expansion produces a spherical

shock wave that propagates outward.21 Heat deposition after the plasma recombination leads to

the formation of a vapor bubble behind the shock. Images (from top view) of the laser-induced

phenomena (including shock-bubble interaction and the subsequent cavitation inception) in the

gel are captured using a CCD camera (Pixcelfly, PCO; one pixel = 0.33 µm) with stroboscopic
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FIG. 1. (a) The optical system for visualization of laser-induced phenomena in the gelatin gel. (b) Illustra-

tion of the shock-bubble interaction (side view).

backlighting of the green laser pulse. The illumination timing is tuned by changing the length

of the multi-mode optical fiber (F-MFC-OPT High Power Density Step Index Fiber, NA = 0.22,

Newport) through which the green laser pulse propagates. Temporal resolution with the 1-m op-

tical fiber is 5 ns. With this setup, we obtain a single image of laser-induced phenomena for each

experimental operation (with the given fiber length).

C. Visualization of the laser-induced phenomena without bubble interaction

Before studying shock-bubble interaction in the gel, we first examine the evolution of the laser-

induced shock wave and bubble in the gel (without bubbles inside). To avoid wave reflections

from the container wall and gel surface, the IR laser pulse is focused sufficiently away from any

boundaries. The green laser illumination time is set 13 ns to 78 ns, with 5-ns interval, after the

laser focusing, which allows for constructing the evolution of the laser-induced shock and bubble.

The visualazation is repeated ten times for each illumination time. The constructed evolution of

the shock and bubble is used to tune the initial conditions for Euler flow simulation as will be

explained in section III B.
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D. Visualization of shock-bubble interaction and the subsequent cavitation inception

A spherical gas bubble (to collide with the laser-induced shock) is created by focusing the IR

laser pulse through microscope objective into the (gas-supersaturated) gel. After vapor condenses

back into the surrounding medium, a non-condensible air cavity is left.22 The gas bubble (in me-

chanical equilibrium) grows gradually via mass transfer of the dissolved gas into the bubble, for

the gel is gas-supersaturated. The equilibrium radius of the (preexisting) gas bubble is controlled

based on the mass diffusion. The IR laser pulse is then shot in the vicinity of the gas bubble so as

to realize shock-bubble interaction (Fig. 1(b)). The experimental parameters are:

• Radius of the gas bubble RGB (= 37, 49, 62 µm)

• Standoff distance from the laser focus to the proximal bubble interface d (= 52, 67, 85 µm)

We measure the probability of cavitation inception resulting from shock-bubble interaction for

each parameter set (RGB, d). The shock reflects at the bubble interface as a tension wave whose

passage may in principle induce cavitation bubble nucleation in the gel between the laser focus

and the preexisting bubble. The probability (out of 50 experimental runs) is judged based on

whether nucleated bubbles are observed or not with the pixel size of 0.33 µm from the image

recorded 20 ns after the shock collision at the bubble interface. Since structural damage in the gel

will be caused by cavitation bubble nucleation, the gel sample with a newly created gas bubble is

used for every shock-bubble-interaction experiment. We note that visible-sized (or microns-sized)

impurities such as gas bubble nuclei or contaminant particles in the gel were not observed from

the images. However, submicron-sized gas bubble nuclei will preexist in gelatin gels.23 Since the

local network of gel fibers is nonuniform with varying elasticity, the size and shape of bubble

nuclei stabilized in gels can vary at different positions.24

III. SIMULATION

A. Problem description

We simulate the experiment described in section II C and II D in order to investigate acoustic

phenomena including the shock-bubble interaction and discuss the subsequent cavitation incep-

tion. The calculation domain is depicted, together with initial and boundary conditions, in Fig. 2
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the initial configuration for the simulation.

where the coordinates are normalized by the initial radius R0 of the laser-induced bubble. Now

that the problem is axisymmetric about the x axis, we solve the domain r ≥ 0 only.

B. Simulation model

Since the laser-induced shock pressure (on the order of 100 MPa to 1 GPa as will be seen

Fig. 4(b)) is far larger than the gel elasticity (E = 60 kPa), we may model acoustic phenomena in

the gel by the following multicomponent Euler equations for two-dimensional axisymmetric fluid

flow (written in cylindrical coordinates):25
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where ρ is density, u and v are velocity components, respectively, in the x and r coodinates, p

is thermodynamic pressure, e is total energy (par unit volume), and the subscript denotes partial

differentiation with respect to variable t, x, or r. Here, the effect of surface tension is assumed

negligible and thus ignored.

The system of Eq. (1) is closed by the stiffened gas equation of state

p
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γP∞
γ − 1

= e − ρ
2

(
u2 + v2

)
(2)
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TABLE I. Physical properties of the 10 wt% gelatin gel, water (liquid), air, and water (vapor) at standard

temperature and pressure (20 ◦C and 1 atm).

Material ρ (kg/m3) c∞ (m/s) γ (–) P∞ (GPa) E (kPa)

10 wt% gel 1030 1553 6.72 0.37 60

Water (liquid) 1000 1450 6.12 0.34 N/A

Air 1.2 343 1.4 0 N/A

Water (vapor) 0.75 419 1.3 0 N/A

where γ and P∞ represent, respectively, the stiffness and tensile strength of liquid-like materials.

For (perfect) gases where no intermolecular force appears (P∞ = 0), γ stands for the ratio of

specific heats. It follows from Eq. (2) that the speed of sound is given by c∞ =
√
γ(p + P∞)/ρ.26

Table I summarizes the values of γ and P∞ as well as other thermodynamic properties for materials

of our concern (at standard temperature and pressure)27,28 and our measurement of the gel elastic-

ity. For reference, we also document the values of (liquid-phase) water in this table, showing that

the inclusion of 10 wt% gelatin in water leads to larger values of stiffness γ and tensile strength

P∞.

The numerical method is based on the shock-interface capturing scheme proposed by Johnsen

and Colonius, which allows us to stably simulate compressible fluid flow involving both shocks

and material interfaces.25 For spatial discretization, a fifth-order finite volume WENO scheme

with the HLLC approximate Riemann solver is adopted. The time integration is handled by a

third-order TVD Runge–Kutta scheme. The time step is uniform with maximum CFL number

set below 0.1. The computational grid is based on two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates and

uniform with grid spacing ∆x = ∆r = 0.04R0, according to the simulation of Ando, Liu, and

Ohl.16 The computational domain is taken to be large enough to eliminate solution contamination

from spurious waves that may numerically arise from the non-reflecting boundary condition29 (see

Fig. 2). The simulation is performed with the initial plasma conditions16 of radius R0 = 6 µm and

pressure pi = 1.9 GPa. These initial conditions were selected for the simulation to agree with the

measured evolution of the shock front and the bubble wall.
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FIG. 3. Images of the laser-induced shock and bubble different times after the IR laser pulse focusing. The

scale bar represents 50 µm.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Evolution of the laser-induced phenomena without bubble interaction

Figure 3 shows images of the shock and bubble different times after the IR laser pulse focusing;

the shock is identified as a dark annulus and its front is defined as the midpoint of the annulus. It

is confirmed that the shock propagates outward and the bubble behind the shock front grows due

to initial high pressure of the laser-induced plasma. The visualization was repeated ten times for

each recording time in order to calculate the average positions (and their standard deviations) of the

shock front and bubble interface, which are plotted as a function of the time after the laser focusing;

see Fig. 4(a) where the Euler flow simulation (section III) is also presented for comparison. The

simulation is found to well reproduce the shock and bubble evolution. Furthermore, the spatial

evolution of the simulated shock wave at different times after the laser focusing is presented in

Fig. 4(b). Here, we note the possibility of having a strong tensile wave followed by a laser-

induced shock wave in a gel whose elasticity is sufficiently large, as observed in the experiment

of Brujan and Vogel.30 However, the elasticity of our gel (E = 60 kPa) is lower than that of their

polyacrylamide (PAA) gel (E = 400 kPa). This suggests that our gel concentration is so low that

dissipation and elasticity in our gel do not play a major role in dynamics of the laser-induced shock

and bubble.
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the shock-bubble interaction and its accompanying cavitation in the gel for (d, RGB) =

(67 µm, 49 µm). (a) Images from the experiment (the scale bar: 50 µm). In this particular example, visible-
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(bottom).
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B. Shock-bubble interaction in the gel and the subsequent cavitation inception

We now examine shock-bubble interaction in the gel. As an example, we see the case of

(d,RGB) = (67 µm, 49 µm) in Fig. 5 that presents the measured and simulated evolution of the

shock-bubble interaction; the numerical Schlieren26 and pressure distribution corresponding to

the experimental images are plotted for the simulation. It is confirmed that the simulation can

well reproduce both the shock propagation and the bubble motion. In frame 1, the laser-induced

shock propagates toward the preexisting gas bubble of RGB = 49 µm. In frame 2, the shock wave

collides with the bubble interface at the proximal side. In frame 3 (10 ns after the shock collision

in frame 2), the reflected shock propagates, as a tension wave, back to the laser focus, generating

a strong tension with negative pressure (at −24 MPa from the simulation) in the gel between

the laser focus and the preexisting bubble. It is instructive to note that the gel temperature will

change along an adiabat31, but the temperature drop after the tension wave passage is expected to

be slight (within fraction of 1◦C) so that the cavitation event is evaluated essentially at the room

temperature. In this particular example, cavitation bubbles nucleate under this tension state and

grow into visible size (on the order of a couple of microns), which is the definition of cavitation

inception in this study, in frame 4 (10 ns after frame 3). We note that cavitation inception is a

random event; (visible-sized) cavitation bubbles nucleate in some experiments (e.g., Fig. 5(a))

but do not appear in the others, even though the experimental parameters are fixed. To be more

specific, the cavitation inception in our experiment will arise from stabilized gas bubble nuclei

of submicron size23 (i.e., heterogeneous cavitation inception). The size and shape of gas bubble

nuclei will vary at different positions in the gel, depending on the local network of gel fibers

with nonuniform elasticity.24 As a result of randomness in the state of the cavitation nuclei, the

heterogeneous cavitation inception becomes stochastic. In the following, the cavitation inception

is to be analyzed statistically.

As explained in section II D, the visualization was repeated 50 times in each case of (d,RGB) to

define the cavitation inception probability that is summarized in Fig. 6. This data show a mono-

tonic decrease in the probability as the standoff distance d increases, suggesting that the tension

state obtained by the reflected shock is emphasized as the standoff distance decreases. The data

also show a monotonic increase in the probability as the gas bubble radius RGB increases. Accord-

ing to the classical nucleation theory9,32, this trend may be explained by the fact that the stretched

area by the reflected shock is augmented by increasing the bubble size so that cavitation becomes
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more likely to occur.

To relate the cavitation inception probability to the tension state in the gel, we summarize (the

absolute value of) the simulated minimum pressure |pmin| that is achieved after the reflection of the

incident shock; see Fig. 7. The data show that the largest tension represented by |pmin| decreases as

d increases or RGB decreases, which is similar to the trend in the cavitation inception probability in

Fig. 6. This suggests a strong correlation between the cavitation inception pressure and the largest

tension; we combine Figs. 6 and 7 to plot the cavitation inception probability as a function of the

minimum pressure; see Fig. 8. It is obvious that the cavitation inception probability increases as
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the tension in the gel is emphasized.

From Fig. 8, we statistically define a threshold pressure for the cavitation inception. All the

data points are fitted to the following sigmoid function:

Pcav(|pmin|; |pth|, σ) =
1
2

[
1 + erf

(
|pmin| − |pth|√

2σ

)]
, (3)

where erf stands for the error function, pth is the threshold pressure at which the probability is

equal to one half (i.e., Pcav = 0.5), and σ is a deviation.11 The fitting yields pth = −24.4 MPa (and

σ = 6.2 MPa). In comparison to the cavitation threshold pressure (−20.1 ± 3.4 MPa) from shock-

bubble interaction in water17, that for the case of the 10 wt% gelatin gel is a bit more negative,

meaning that the initial growth of submicron-sized bubble nuclei (under tension) to micron-sized

cavitation bubbles is hindered by the gel viscoelasticity. Nonetheless, we may say that the gelatin

concentration (10 wt%) is yet very low and the impact of the gel viscoelasticity on the nucleation

dynamics is rather limited. However, even for the case of low concentration gelatin gels (as in our

particular example), gel viscoelasticity will play a more important role in the later stage of inertial

cavitation bubbles (such as collapse dynamics).30,33–37
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We experimentally and numerically investigated cavitation inception induced by shock-bubble

interaction in a 10 wt% gelatin gel. An optical visualization technique based on nanosecond laser

pulses at 532 nm and 1064 nm was used to observe interaction between a laser-induced shock

and a preexisting gas bubble in the gel and its accompanying cavitation bubble nucleation; the

cavitation inception probability was determined from the repeated experimental runs. To infer the

pressure field in the shock-bubble interaction problem, the Euler flow simulation was peformed

and shown to agree with the measured evolution of the shock and bubble motion. It follows from

a combination of the experiment and the simulation that the cavitation inception pressure in the

gel is statistically predicted at −24.4 MPa (at which the cavitation inception probability is equal to

one half) and turns out to be similar to that from shock-bubble interaction in water. This suggests

that viscoelasticity of the 10 wt% gelatin gel has a limited impact on bubble nucleation dynamics.
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